
In search of a tasty 
wholefood snack? Keep 
it deliciously simple 
with Nice & Natural 
Wholefood Bars.

It’s a  
whole lot of 
delicious

If you’ve been trawling the  
supermarket shelves for the perfect 
wholefood snack bar, Nice & Natural 
has created something all-new and  
all-delicious – Nice & Natural 
Wholefood Bars. It’s a delicious  
on-the-go snack to help you get  
through a busy day.

The Wholefood Bars are made with 
a minimum of ingredients and have 
no artificial flavours or colours. What’s 
more, they are sweetened with the 
sweetness of natural fruit.

Nice & Natural keeps it simple  
and only uses ingredients you can see 
and taste. The Wholefood Bars are 
made with a base of real fruit (like 
dates!), nuts, and superseeds.

Each of the Wholefood Bar variants 
has been created to replicate a familiar 
and well-loved flavour and are 
available in three deliciously different 
combinations: Apricot, Sunflower Seed 
& Cashew; Sunflower Seed, Cacao & 
Cashew; and Superseeds, Almond & 
Honey. So grab a box and solve your 
snack cravings.

Nice & Natural Wholefood Bars are 
available from selected supermarkets. 
RRP $4.50. 

let the ingredients do the talking  
Nice & Natural Wholefood Bars are made 
with a focus on whole and superfood 
ingredients. Real fruit, superseeds, nuts, 
grains and cacao all deliver on taste.

a burst of apricot With no added 
sugar and only six ingredients in each 
bar, the delicious Apricot, Sunflower 
& Cashew bar was inspired by the 
bright burst of colour and flavour that 
apricots bring.

love chocolate? Inspired 
by the chocolate brownie, the 
Sunflower, Cashew & Cacao 
bar is a source of fibre that 
gives you a hit of chocolate 
flavour to put a stop to those 
afternoon cravings.

super honey It’s that dash  
of honey in the Superseeds, Almond & 
Honey bar that gives the sweetness we 
all love. With only nine ingredients, this 
bar delivers on texture and fibre with a 
tasty superseed mix. 
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